Congratulations to the Class of 2001 on a fantastic school year and to this year’s Cub staff and their advisors, Mrs. Young and Mrs. McGehee, for all they have done to make this year’s Cub one of the best ever. I know you will enjoy revisiting the 2000-2001 school year in the pages ahead.

As you look through this yearbook, searching for pictures of yourself and your friends, I hope you will also take a couple of minutes to think about all of the people—the teachers, the counselors, the principals, coaches, custodians, food service workers, parent volunteers and so many others—who work so hard every day to make this school such a special place to teach and to learn. Those of you who have never attended school elsewhere have no idea how fortunate you are to be part of this very special school.

If you are a member of the Class of 2001 and leaving us this year, it’s my hope that the memories this book holds for you will warm you with happiness in the years ahead. I will especially miss all those seniors who have been bumping up and down the stairway in our house these past several years.

Time passes so quickly. Hold tightly to the memories of your years at the Lab School for they will mean much more to you tomorrow than you can possibly believe today. And please stay involved with your school as it moves, like you, boldly into the future.

Sincerely,

Edward E. Greene, Ph.D.
Director

I SPY FACULTY
Above (L) Teachers show spirit on dress-up days. (C and R) Mrs. Broussard and Mrs. Lauro have rhythm and know the steps. 

Below (L) Coach Williams models acupuncture techniques. (C) Mrs. Richard volunteers as a patient. (R) Mrs. Scarz and Mrs. Harrell at a faculty party.

Below (L) Mr. Harris smiles while following along in his notebook. (C) Ms. Grimsley is caught in the hustle. (R) Cowgirl Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Young take a break at Sadie Hawkins.
The 2000-2001 school year has been a very successful one for the elementary division of the Laboratory School. The faculty has been involved in several curriculum reform initiatives, including Understanding By Design and the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme. We will begin implementing that program at the beginning of next school year.

Several faculty members have distinguished themselves with state and national recognition. Mrs. Emily Young received the Presidential Award of Excellence for Science Teaching at both the state and national levels. Mrs. Avril Pente joined the National Board Certification and also conducted teacher trainings for the Department of Defense in Korea and Japan. Mrs. Betty Fowler won the College of Education Teaching Excellence Award, and Mrs. Joanna Fauber was named the Outstanding P.E. Teacher of the Year for the state of Louisiana. Mrs. Donna Lamore completed her first year of training as a Reading Recovery Teacher.

Our guidance program successfully implemented a "New Cubs" Program which paired all new elementary students with older students in their grade. Many of the buddies toured the school and met in activities prior to the opening of school. They met with the counselor each week until graduation, when they became "Old Cubs." Character education activities were conducted in guidance lessons each week.

Each grade has special memories from the year, but some events were truly special. The physical education department sponsored several educational and character-building events, including the Safety and Emergency Preparedness Day, Jump Rope for Heart, and Hoops for Heart. All elementary school grades completed at least ten hours of community service. The third, fourth, and fifth graders enjoyed spending the day with Erik Cork, a national writing consultant. He made Rappin' and Writing fun. Rollerblading and fishing were the highlights of the second grade year.

The faculty and staff of the elementary division would like to thank all our parents for their support and cooperation this year. We are fortunate to have the opportunity to work with such an outstanding group of parents, grandparents, and students.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Bumfellow
Elementary School Principal
Kindergarten

Hobart, Kaely
Mathew Bernt
Seymour Gebrem
Evan Caffey
Charlie Over
Madyson Driess

Hunter Duke
Weslie Ever
Rae Gibney
Charlotte Gibney
Brianna Gober
Alex Habley

Kendra Hoffman
Kamy Jami
Jasmin Jefferson
Lila Kaplos
Lauren LeBlanc
Trey Leffle

Abby Manuel
Leanne Gray Mathis
Isabella Mantz
Gino Manucci
Makaila Matthews
Jackson McCann

Mary Claire McGown
Juli Neumann
Riley McKown
Lauren McKown
Brandi Merson
Tyler Munn

Lauren O’Kell
Harriett O’Dwy
Jamison O’Reil
Meagan O’Reil
Taylor O’Reil
Jenna Michael Sanzone

Kaitlynn Sasso
Olivia Schiffert
Abigail Simpson
Aiden Smith
Carter Smith
Nora Swan

Abby Charlotte helps Jessica with shoe-tying.
Below: Riley is ready for her close-up.

Above: Brandon, Max, Madelyn, and Mikayla are hanging around.
Below: This kindergarten class is ready to learn.
Jeffrey, Mitchell, Gino, Carter, Mark, and Breman have fun on the playground.

Jessica and Charlotte are just hanging out.

Olivia, Joshua, and Mallory line up at the door.

These Kindergarteners start the day off with the pledge.

Lauren and Norris have fun with blocks.

Above (L) Chris Peters teaches the class. RO Jordan, Annabell, Jasmine, and Mark at center.

Below (L) Mrs. Hays helps Patrick during center. RO Steven and Arden—shopping at the pumpkin patch. RO Abby is the birthday girl.

Nice hats and necklaces, guys!

Jeffrey and Jackson enjoy their lunch.

These girls are all smiles!
First Grade

Byrns, Ashley
Jordan, Afra
Mallett, Amy
O'Leary, Hannah
Parks, Megan
Peters, Aaron

Camille, Best, Maddie
Blackwood, Brooke
Bridges, John
Calhoun, Mary
Castillo, Abby
Christiansen, Abby

Crawford, Jan
Davis, Robert
Daybook, Gabriele
Diaz, Mark
Dillon, Taylor
e Edwards, Cheyann
Ericksen, Ephraim

Evans, Avery
England, Adrienne
Eisenbarth, Clayton
Farr, Robert
Garner, Daniel
Gibbons, Kelly
Greason, William

Gomez, Ben
Green, Marlen
Harding, Canaan
Herrman, Morgan
Hicks, Courtney
Howell, Crystal

Jaeger, Julian
Jordan, Stephen
Keller, Bradley
Kirkland, Stephen
Knapp, Jolie
Knapp, Cynthia

Lennon, Elizabeth

Matthews, Brett
McGuire, Christopher
McGrath, Maggie
Moday, Megan
Miller, Michael
Mitchell, Allie
Mitchell, Mary

Nelson, James

Patterson, Satch
Reynolds, Kenneth
Riess, Amber
Russ, William
Snell, Andrew

Stevan, Hayes
Talik, Geoffrey
Thornton, Justin
Walsh, Tannara
West, James
Scott and Dan are best friends.

Abby, Hays, Maggie, and Clayton smile for the camera.

The girls show their smiles.

Mrs. Crutti's class loves cookies.

Madeline, Avery, Maggie, Ian, Steven, and Amber at lunch.

Brooke and Cammie--two cutie pies!

Brooke works hard in class.

Gordon picks up the numbers.

Christopher makes a delicious necklace.

First graders have fun at the Safety Fair.

Say, "Cheese!"

Elizabeth and Elizabeth--good friends.

First graders always enjoy lunch time.
Second Grade

Above: Kelsie plays with the twine. Josh and Joseph.
Below: Heather takes the spike way down.

Above: Ashley, Alexis, and Selby love hanging' together.
Below: Mrs. Fowler's class is very busy.

Josh, Pierce
Emily Prevost
Jade Sanchez
Benjamin Simpso
Vladimir Willet

William Wilton
Charlotte Winstead
Cristina Willet
Erie Wesley
Thomas Xu

Benjamin Osage
Thomas Padilla
Ryan Pantes
Drew Pattis
Colin Paul
Joseph Pierns

Mary Michael McCall
Katelyn McNear
Amy Miller
Kendra Miller
Kari Scheppler
Tatiana Merrick

Mary McNear
Zachary Kopka
Samatha Lamore
William Martin
Emily McNear

Molly Ching
Colin Haberman
Avery Gob Maggie
Charles Gladney
William Gladney
Paul Gravel
Mrs. Lamone's class gets treats!

Graeann relaxes with a good book.

Slow your muscles!

Who could deny that smile?

Above: The second graders enjoy SSR.
Below: The boys take a break from the game to pose.

Above: Patty Cake, Patty Cake...
Below: Now all they need is water.

Above: Them's, hold on!
Below: Looks like the tree is getting its check-up.
Mrs. Smith gives art lessons to Mrs. Jolly's class.

These boys take a break for a while.

Béchana, Laura, Karrin, Mary, Anise, and Elise smile.

Laura, Mary, and Anise in a row.

Look at all those cute pirates!

Amy is all wrapped up.

These girls have a blast together on the playground.

Chanel, Kaylene, Kari, Allyson, and Hilary.

Brendon and Alex at Pirate Day.

Genesis, Camille, and Carissa are hanging out.

Mrs. Meehan's class knows how to have fun.
Fourth Grade

Joseph Adkins
Clay Aronick
Jenna Blackburn
Harvey Bailey
Margaret Bankston
Austen Bennett

Jason Border
Merritt Broussard
Catherine Cruved
Elle Creed
Michael Crofton
Shay Davis

Kathy Davis
Jordan Davis
Hunter Duke
Kelly Edwards
Timothy Gomez
David Blasey

Coley Howland
Stacie Howland
Kerri James
Celie Jams
Samanta Janm
Allison Johnson

Caroline Johnson
Stephanie Johnson
Kerri Cuma
Berry Kelly
Rey Kennedy
Benjamin Kilpatrick

Jeremy Knoebel
Kendall Kneplin
David Lancho
Marcie Leamy
Robert Lloyd
Aron Masset

Michael Mann
Charles McCona
James McInerny
James Allen
Natalie Padid
Charlon Patrick

Hunter works hard.
Nicky learns about static.
Mrs. Benton's class is all smiles!

The guys goof off for the camera.
Morgan's ready to dry.

Meghan Peters
Langley Pierre
Mary Picott
Kevin Roll
Lance Solders

Gregory Shaw
Elizabeth Stevoll
Jordan Thompson
James Vinko
Christian West
Mrs. Lailay's class has fun on Story Book Character Day.

Morgan watches these guys play a game.

Smile, Langley!

Sydney and Natalie work carefully.

Natalie, Morgan, and Beaty have fun during lunch.

Above: (L) Kent and Michael are measuring the table. (C) Morgan is doing an experiment. (R) James works hard.

Mrs. Beaton's Angels say, "White Out Drugs!"

Above: (L) Mrs. Beaton's Angels say, "White Out Drugs!" (R) Michael, James, Micah, and Michael love reading those magazines!

These girls look great in their story book character costumes.

Mrs. Beaton takes a picture with her class.

It's red ribbon week.

Sydney and Devin work hard on their poster.

Kendall, Michael, Cecille, and Jason are lighting the Menorah.
Fifth Grade

Amelia Askim
Bryan Ayers
Brad Stella
Delaney Berman
Denise Beers
Jennifer Bourgeois

Britany Brady
Catherine Caballero
Joye Collins
Tara Cornick
Tanya Devine
Whitney Dubois

Ellis Duncan
Margaret Etterman
Madeline Haimann
Elizabeth Hernandez
Julian Foster
Anna Sandy

Matthew Golner
Lauren Guller
Austin Gupta
Katherine Roos
Michael Banks
Katherine Humphreys

Hannah Ingrassia
Jamie Jefferson
Allen Jenkins
Mira Johnson
Regan Kiesopeter
Leah Cohen

Steven Koo
Eric Leazat
Emily Latanz
Sarah Maglam
John Nez
Zachary Olson

Kristin Passman
Allison Pink
Myles Ponzio
Sarah Bilt
Trey Bum
David Snell

The fifth grade girls play at recess.

The boys goof off!

Brad and Steven enjoy recess.

The girls search for books in the library.

Claire Smith
Avery Stewart
Samantha Stroey
Sally Stebbins
Ashley Tack
Anne Williams

Shelley Williams
Easter Williams
Mark Wilson
Andrew Wilton
Audrey Wilson
McGhee Wolf
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I wish to extend my congratulations to the Class of 2001. As usual, the Cub staff with support from two wise advisors, Mrs. Young and Mrs. McGhee, has done an outstanding job highlighting the events of a very good school year. No doubt it will be great fun reliving the memories of 2000-2001 school year in the Cub.

The Class of 2001 is a very special class for me because we started high school at the Lab School together. I have enjoyed watching you grow from nervous ninth graders into confident seniors preparing for your next journey after high school. I have enjoyed the ride with you. I will miss you. Please remember us and do stop by to say hello whenever possible.

Those of you who remain, I look forward to another fine year with you at the Lab School. We have a great school with an outstanding faculty, support staff, and a very supportive and committed school community.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Albert Canham, Ed.D.
Middle and High School Principal

I SPY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Row 1: (l) Taylor, Sidney and Carville. (R) Chris and Brodie work on the computers.
Row 2: (l) Bess, Darren, Pete, and Chase get together. (R) Molly and Kaysee enjoy their lunch.
Row 3: (l) Afie, Kyle, and Caroline. (R) Thomas works hard.
Row 4: The boys get together.
The seventh graders get together.

Margaret goes to her locker between classes.

Above: Amelia and Melissa are great friends! Below: Darren and Taylor hang out.

Above: Keith and Nancy pose for their snapshot. Below: Shoo and Beth explain their milk carton skeletons.

Matthew and Sam work together in science.
Eighth Grade

Officers: (Front) Chas Pat, Pres.; M. Ferguson, Sec.; (Back) Jonathan Holloway, Tris.; Glenn Smith, Rep.; Mark Grant, Sgt.-At-Arms

Officers: Amy Anderson, Sec.-Treas.; Ryan Sanders, Sgt.-At-Arms; Matt Shepaugh, V.P.; Trey Friesberg, Pres.; Laura Sullivan, Rep.

Officers: Rachel Blakiston, Pres.; Taylor Carver, Sgt.-At-Arms; Katie Kelley, V.P.; Katie Paterson, Sec.-Treas.; Brittany Dyer, Rep.

Ann Alberg
Patrick Ayres
Rachel Bankson
Patrick Bernhard
Carrie Borden
Jennifer Boyd

Connor Brooks
Madie Brooks
Katie Brown
Spencer Burks
David Carver
Zachary Cavliner

Stephanie Clark
Richard Cockrell
Nicholas Cofield-Brown
Kristin Cunningham
John Diehl
Hall Dora

Eugene Denvors
John Dutton
Brandy Dyer
Sarah Edmunds
Prentice Evans
Dennis Flanders

Trey Friesberg
Andrew Fries
Allyson Guemlich
Bryan Green
Jamie Gunston
Jamie Gurus

Mark Guret
Brian Robert
Melanie Rondon
Jonathan Hollaway
Cody Jack
Venise Johnson
M.S. Student Council

Eighth grade girls show Cub spirit in P.E.

Elizabeth and Kandice smile for the camera.

Faith, Kate, and Ally help clean up after a game.

Above: Sixth graders between classes.
Below: Seventh grade girls at lunch.

Above: Seventh grade boys dress up for the Halloween contest.
Below: Caroline works hard on the computer.

Above: Middle schoolers help clean up after a game.
Below: These girls love ice cream.

Above: Britney, Katie, and Sarah dress up for the M.S. Co-sname Contest.
Below: Tracie, Danielle, and Lauren at the Tailgate Party.
Middle School Art Club

Lou works his hands diligently to make a masterpiece.

Junior Beta

Mr. Hurns talks to the Junior Beta Club members.

Junior Beta members enjoy the club.

(C) Maynard laughs while Alice is deep in her work. (D) Amber gets a kick out of making pottery. Below, Tatiana is focused on her art work. (C) Laura makes sure she is using the right stuff. All three are proud of their paintings.
Middle School Choirs


7th grade: Katherine Hay, Kristen Roth, Tuscana Desselle, Mary Ruggia, Kent Dighy, Louis Tetreau, Elizabeth Duncan, Arieen Swin, Lauren Lamson, Kassandra Roth, Katelyn Acoast (1) Nicole Hard, Jamey Glass, Abigail Hardy, Margaret Forbes, Nancy Lloyd, Joyce Shu, Hope Hellingworth, Melissa Bowman, Christina Welch (3) Mrs. LaVz, Sarah Kingstad, Shannon Kleinberger, Britta Voskadi, Brandon Mong, Charles Martin, Amanda Ackerman, Sara Amebo, Mason Klick (4) Alex Boubun, Lucie Manuel, Valencia Johnson, Camille Kean, Randi Crowe, Milin Daniel, Peri Selden, Beth Herron, Hayden Bally


Middle School Bands

6th grade: Jessica Angel, Molly Kennedy, Brooke Morris, Kim Brown, Crozy Sanders, John Guetter, Karl Schulte, William Bruce, Sam McNeil, Timothy Tedder, Andy Coppeys, Courtney Chappell, Whitney Hess, Kyle Vannoy, Brodie Murphy, Chase Chadrow, Katie Johnson, Ryan Plummer, Brent Bishop, Thomas Red, Chris Williams, Daniel Childe, Christian Perkins, Ramil Khoury, George Holmes, Ryan Janis, Michael Halford, Matt West, Forrest Fahey, James Major, Billy Creed, Trevor Conotton

7th grade: John Piure, Jason Krumboltz, Andrea Mann, Jeremy Johnson, Alex Drumh, Hillary Anderson (3) Mitchell Bennett, Chris Gumble, Chasen Kuen, J.D. Hoh, Daniel Koepp, Shaka Kano, Jordan Petos, David Brown, 3 Charlie Peterson, Sam Buitler, Kylee White, David Kilpatrick, Taylor Dunbar, Jonathan Parnes, Ian Provera, Matthew Gulley, Mia Weiss (6) Trey Dighy, Brandon Harris, Sam Carle, Matthew Evans, Adam Kvetina, Grant Jenkins, Madison Field, Corinne Alden

8th grade: Verica Johnson, Melanie Henderson, Kristan Canwick, Jennifer Boyd, James Spencer, Steven Isley, Rich Cook (2) Jed Daino, Rahiem Kinser, Tommy Wilson, Matthew Spencer, Josh Seals, Andrew Fosen (1) Brian Hebert, Nick Crawley-Brown, James Piure, Jessica Harris, Project Schuler, Jason Glass (4) Rob Lyle, Mark Mauro, John Daniel, Cody Jack, Troy Freiberg, Spencer Harris, Matt West
M.S. Youth Legislature

Middle School Football

(1) Michael Evans, Mark Macanurco, Nick Brown, Glen Smith, Taylor Carver, Troy Freiberg, Mark Grant, Tanner Strochen, Spencer Burks, John Daniel
(2) Matthew Guillot, Kent Digby, James Poch, Rob Lyles, Hall Davis, Tommy Wilsoe, Connor Brooks, Jason Krumbill
(3) Adair Kewtuna, Andrew Faison, Brandon Harris, Jorden Piazza, Keith Winken, Chavin Kana, J.D. Babb, Charlie Martin, Josh Seals (4) Miller Daniel, Jason Glas, Daniel Knopp, Mitchell Brown, Charlie Prevost, Sam Carlige, Grant Jenkins, stati Kana, Daniel Broome, John Poch

Above: Eight grades are enjoying Youth Leg. Below: The girls look over the agenda for the day.

Above: An present a bill. Below: The eight grades pass is even of the Old State Capitol.
8th Grade Boys

7th Grade Boys
Row: (1) R. Weliers, M. Evans, J. Johnson, A. Kvetina, S. Caro, B. Harris, D. Kellogg, (2) L. Piazza, C. Gente, K. Dighy, J. D. Bobb, T. Dighy, S. Carleudge.

Middle School

Basketball

7th & 8th Grades
(2) L. Piazza, B. Harrison, J. Shin, M. Field, A. Hardy, S. Amrhein, S. Klemperer, L. Manuel, P. Evans
(3) S. Clark, C. Welsh, A. Ackberger, V. Johnson, C. Kenn, H. Riley, H. Hollingsworth, K. Roth.

Above: (L) Cubs sprint one-two-three-defense! (R) Cubs get ready! Right: Cubs warm up!

U-High goes up for the jumpball!!

Branden is ready to throw the ball to Keith.
Middle School Volley Ball

Lauren gets ready for the game.

The girls act silly.

Aly is tired after a long game.

Middle School Softball

Faith shows enthusiasm.

The girls warm-up.

Best friends!

Shea throws a pitch.

(S) S. Klopeters, L. Manuel, E. Harrison, A. Hardy (2) H. Kelly, M. Fields, N. Hardy, V. Johnson, H. Anderson

Anna practices hard.


Shea throws a pitch.

Everywhere smiles after a hard game.

The girls gather on the field.


Shea and Nancy take a break.
Middle School Boosters

The Boosters have a short practice before a game.

Performing at the MSSC Pep Rally.

Watching a close match.

The first home game.

Making friends as Boosters.

Middle School Swim Team

[Images of swim team members]


Katie smiles after a hard match.

Who's that mystery swimmer?

Ms. J. accepts an award.

Trey and Cody smile in their cowboy hats.

Swimming isn't all work.

Cody takes a break from work.
M.S. Honors Day

May 15, 2001

Good Citizenship Awards

Seventh Grade
Shea Anderson
Melissa Broussard
Jasmine Gras
Christopher Grin
Hope Hollingsworth
Candice Keen
David Kilpatrick
Nancy Lloyd
Anchial Mans
Kristen Roth

Outstanding Students

Seventh Grade
Girl
Shea Anderson
Boy
David Kilpatrick

Citizenship Service Awards

Seventh Grade
Elizabeth Duncan
Valencia Johnson
Jordan Pizza

3.5 or Higher Award from the PTA

Seventh Grade
Amanda Ashbenger
Sierra Arroyo
Hillary Anderson
Mitchell Bennett
Melissa Broussard
Alison Darin
San Carville
Mack Feld
Lanie Ellis
Nicole Hardy
Hope Hollingsworth
Jeremy Johnson
Shona Kany

Eighth Grade
Carrie Binder
Danielle Droussan
Brittany Dyer
Ally Gamnill
Jason Glass
Sand Kilpatrick
Mark Mastrod
James Piker
Kate Patterson
Lauren Stewart
Billy Trapezy
Steven Winslow

Sixth Grade
Angelle Alcock
Darren Balmain
Haley Bender
Cristina Boute
Ashley Carver
Camille Creed
Billy Creed
Sydney Gallian
John Gilmore
Kate Johnson
Natalie Kebze
Brooke Morris
Darcy Wilkins
Chris Williams

Excellent in Academics
* Indicates Superior Achievement

Sixth Grade
Math
Crisiana Boute*
Brett Bishop
Alexandra Efriss

Pre-Algebra
Haley Bender*
Case Kilgore*
Chris Williams
Natalie Kobetz

Science
Emily Turner*
Kyle Admil
Chris Williams
Natalie Kobetz

Pre-Algebra
Annamette Bentege
Krisst Roth

Algebra
Christina Welsh*
Jeremy Johnson
Schee Amthor

Science
Melissa Broussard*
Hillary Anderson
Jasmine Gras
Jeremy Johnson
Christina Welsh

Choir
Melissa Broussard*
Katherine Hay
Reading/Writing Workshop
Christina Welsh*
Ben Provenza
Shea Amthor
Melissa Broussard
Jeremy Johnson

Social Studies
Christina Welsh*
Brita Wesslak
Jasmine Gras
Jeremy Johnson
Melissa Broussard

Spanish
Shea Arroyo*
Jasmine Gras
Jeremy Johnson
Melissa Broussard

French
Christina Welsh*

4.0 Award
Ally Gamnill

Ms. Emily Young and Ms. Avril Font received their National Board Certification this year.

Sixth Grade

Eighth Grade

Sixth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Sixth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade

Eighth Grade
Dr. Fabre: 32 Years

I SPY HIGH SCHOOL
Freshmen

Michael works on a paper.

Officers: Olivia Singelmann, Sec., Treas.; Frenzus Blount, Kpt.; Kory Patti, Pres.; Whitney Magendie, V.P.; Francisco Martinez, Rep. (not pictured)

Jenny takes great notes.

Officer: Averil Grenshaw

Amber Daniel

Genn Davis

Kyle Digby

Nelson Dougherty

Gidi Egbelu

Andrea Ewing

Clark Foster

Hunter Fiqua

J.P. Geaghan

Christina Gonzales

Heather Akins

Chad Allen

Abby Anderson

Henry Anderson

Chap Arm

Prescott Bailey

Randall Haddad

Kate Hur toastr

Benjamin Harris

Paul Henschel

David Hill

Kate Hill

Keller Burkton

Megan Bells

Davion Buckham

Renyus Blount

Hal Boarte

Michael Boyle

Jarrod Honseycutt

Katy Hutchison

Anwar Johnson

Gretchen Kelso

Mason Kirkland

Chadler Kleinender

Will Brooks

O'Landray Brown

Ella Carruthers

Corey Chapman

Ella Chel

Katie Clatts

Riley Landry

Jenny Lattier

Mary Michael Lloyd

Whitney Magendie
Above: (L) Abby, Manha, and Katie are freshmen friends. (R) Kate looks like she is working hard.

Below: (L) They look like they are ready to perform for the class. (R) Whitney, Mary Michael, and Hattie study in the library.

Top: Glen is very scary!
Bottom: Anthony looks kind of nervous.

Top: (L) Vaughn is having fun in art. (R) Ashlyn and Amber work carefully on the model.
Bottom: Jennifer, Francisco, and Olivia are Charlie's Angels.
Sophomores

Officers: Ma Thione, Pre.; Ellen Hab, Voo Pre.; Lauren McDemont, Rec.; Patricia Dinsiff, Sec.-Treas. (missing: Crystal Rasmussen, Rec.)

Sophomores gossip in art

Adele makes an "A" on her test.

Lizette Fisher
Joseph Gannill
Lin Gang
Tony Gonzalez
Jovina Gray
Caroline Greene
Jonathan Grimes
Gwen Gwirk
Kyle Guzik
Eliot Hardy
Ryan Harris
Sam Hay

Meg Ams
Adam Ausin
Johu Bennett
Rachel Bealhum
Raynold Brownley
Courtney Buckingham

Brian Hill
Loren Hill
Adele Einon
Sunner Holmes
Justin Hopkins
Coyt Hutchison

Lauren Ceblerio
Matthew Caney
Jessica Cartledge
Kate Collins
Meredith Cranch
Patricia Dang

Elizabeth Redman
Rhiannon Johnson
Rebecca Jettasent
Elizabeth Kaufmann
Ashley Kinley
Ashley Kleinper

Elizabeth Dyer
Lee Eaton
Mia Esterne
Amanda Exner
Woody Fauber
Glenn Feb

Cooper Kuepp
Ben Kregstad
Lauren Liffmann
Marie Lesse
Scott Macrondo
Jesse Mingham
Juniors

The juniors enjoy doing group work in Mrs. Seaton’s class.

Spaghetti Supper

Connor takes a big bite.

Elizabeth, Sarah Margarei, and Meg are working hard.

Mrs Bosser and Mrs. Counti gladly sell tickets.

Courtesy, Mackenzie, and Alden - handing out the new shirts.

He looks thirsty!

Amanda serves Morgan some cake.

Homecoming Pep-Rally

Sarah Harrison is surprised when she's named Homecoming Queen.

JV Cheerleaders are awesome!

Above: Spirit Steppers have spirit. Below: We will be loyal, we will be true!

Above: Captains give their pep-speech! Below: What a stunt!

Above: The Flag Corps show their stuff!
Below: Alumni dance to "Barbara Ann."


UHS Homecoming

Sarah Harrison is crowned 2000-2001 Homecoming Queen by Lisanne Meiners.

Court 2000-2001

Courtney Kleinpeter
Senior Maid

Artie Brown
Senior Maid

Crystal Stein
Senior Maid

The 2000-2001 Homecoming Court.

Sarah Harrison
Queen

Katherine Creed
Junior Maid

Lauren McDermott
Sophomore Maid

Kate Harbour
Freshman Maid
Homecoming Dance 2000

Welcome to Bedrock!!!

Hasin' a yabba dabba do time.

Senior girls smile for their last Homecoming.

Frannie, Emily, and Ella rock out.

Looks like T-B-O-U-B-E!

Courtney and Lauryn look Hot!

These men are lookin' sharp!

Nebbies and Brian Bess, I mean Martha and Stuart.

Aimi and Thomas... how sweet.
Sadie Hawkins Fair

Angela Rosa Divine

The junior girls show off their undergarments.

Cam and Ashley are in the boys' final.

Girls showing off their undergarments.

Top: Travis' face in a close-up.
Bottom: Adam does it fast.

Top (L) Charlotte goes on a date.

Bottom: To go, go!

Tony & Jared help run at the fair.

Bettina: Much love weighs more than the scan.
Sadie Hawkins Dance

These girls look pretty for the camera.

Seniors take a break.

Olamide thinks about his next dance move.

Suzanne and Solveig are stylin' in their hats.

Dancing the night away.

Many watch everyone boogie.

Mia and Amy get down.

Nancy, Kelly, and Courtney have fun at the dance.

Ahh...what a cute couple.

Go, Tipton!

Kerry looks for a dance partner.

Ben and Frances take a breather.

Party away.
Winter Formal Court

Antie Brown
Queen

Olamide Iledae
King

Junior Court Members
Semy Kavuuka and Mary Culvin
Adams Olate and Austin Brown

Sophomore Court Members
Richard Wyks and Katie Collins
Elizabeth Dyer and Robert Schaffy

Freshman Court Members
Amor Johnson and Kaiti Chahi
Kay Hutchison and Kyle Digby

Seniors (1) Katy Boren, Antie Brown, Courtney Klineberger
(2) Michael Victors, Olamide Iledae, Evan Matthews
(3) Drew Hall, Amy Weenkel, Lindsey Kober, Curtis Hernandez

The 2001 Winter Formal Court
Winter Formal

Above: Kevin, Michelle, Lindsey, and Ermaita - cool JUNIORS?
Below: Jerren, James, and Chris give Winter Formal the "A-O-K" sign.

Sarah and Glenn enjoy the moment together.

Benji and Sarah share their good time.

Above: Mary and Andrew smile big.
Below: Definitely a '70s flashback.

Above: Sophomores get glammed up for the big night.
Below: Mr. Rusciano smiles with his students.

Below: (L) Sam and Tony-Oh, no! They're wearing the same outfit!
(R) The Hill Clan - David, Laren, and big brother: Garett.

Am, Ella, and Emily have a good time at their First Winter Formal.
Spirit Day

(Above) The seniors show spirit. (Right) This serve's an ace!

(Far Right) Michael holds the orange.

Sophomores rest during the volleyball matches.
Having a little trouble, Murphy?

Passing J-fleaverson has never been so much fun!

Tanner spikes the ball.

Darnell leads the juniors to victory.

Charlotte passes the hula-hoop.

Erin passes the orange.

Meredith and Nancy, the ball gets in the hoop!

Martha ties her shoe.

Seniors work together.

Working up a sweat during tug-of-war.

The freshmen get ready to win the game.
Parent Appreciation

Dr. and Mrs. Moore attend the National Honor Society induction.

Parents show their support.

Me. Bros. enjoying.

Mrs. Johnson enjoys the September Supper.

Above: Parents buy football tickets.
Below: Mrs. McCollum supports the volleyball team.

Above: Miami help out on Spirit Day.
Below: Parents and teachers appreciate each other.

I SPY SPORTS
Football

The team enters the stadium.

Hal catches up with the team.

He's getting away!

Cameron takes a rest.

Hal keeps an eye on the Bears.

The players practice hard for the game.

Michael watches the game.

Two Cubs go after the opposition.

The Cubs are ready!

The team tackles the opposition.

Kneeling: Coach Lori, Standing: Coach Cochran, Coach Chassour, Coach Dow, Coach Williams, Coach Broussard


Cubs make a stand against a fierce opporunity.

Cubs troubleshooting to get ready for a game.
Evan smiles; he made a great play.

The team scrimmages before the season.

The Cubs show their talent!

The Cubs make a tackle.

Take that ball away!

Below: The team comes off the field with excitement.

Above: Ryan and Michelare ready to take the field.
Below: The Cubs practice, practice, and practice!

Above: Olamide curiously watches the game.
Below: Josh takes a water break.

Below: Helmets up! Victory!!
J.V. Football

J.V. players enjoy their football party.
A Cub who's ready for victory!

Both J.V. and Varsity players cool off in the water.
Go, Cubs!

J.V. Cheerleaders

Front: Hattie Sundovai, Francisca Martinez, Emily Marton, and Kate Harbour
Back: Lizette Fisher, Meg Arri, Lacy Sarsbach, and Ashley Kerpener

Ashley pumps up the crowd!

Go-Cubs-Go!
The girls are being driven to victory!

Keeping the spirit up!
Cheering at time out.
Cheerleaders

Front: Catherine Hall, Louise Hites, Courtney Kelly, Lauren Hill, Marcy Gram, and Nicole Binkham
Back: DayDee Shah, Mackenzie West, Allen Kumper, Jessica Carlock, Sarah Harrison, and Nini deJesus

Above: Panne from practice for a pic? Below: Allen hits her ender!

Above: The girls sing the Alma Mater. Below: Cheerleaders dance, too!

Above: Go, Cub! Go, Below: Mackenzie smiles in her element.

Above: Spirit Steppers are angels! Below: Spirit Steppers and Little Steppers show their stuff!

Spirit Steppers

Front: Roshanda Jackson, Olivia Singelmann, Elizabeth Knuth, Sarah Margaret Smith, and Amanda Evans
Back: Elizabeth Brooks, Courtney Kumper, Elizabeth Dyer, Whitney Magee, Anna Matthews, and Lindsey Kubez (not pictured: Amy Jones)

Flag Corps

(1) Jennifer Patten, Emmita, Ford, Kim Craig

(2) Jacqueline Plummer, Andrea Evans, Emily Waggoner, Jennifer Wilson

picture: Elizabeth Wilson

The flag team shows precision.
Flag team members perform at the pep rally.

Suzanne Moreau, Erin Veresku, Anna Veresku, Solveig Greene, and Kristen Chapman

Sponsors are a part of the pep rally.
Sponsors show off their smiles for the team!

Emmita and Kim practice flag tosses.
Michiko shows her stuff!

Sponsors are Cubs even without their uniforms.
Rub-a-dub-dub... these sponsors in a tub!

Sage, Anna, and Solveig are ready for the game.
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Swim Team

Ashley, Amy, and Marcaret pose in their lovely swim caps.

The Swim Team after their state meet.

Captains Adam and Amy

Above: The team takes a break from the pool.
Below: The boys are proud of their state trophy.

Above: The Swim Cowboys show their... Well.
Below: Boys' team trophy at City Meet with Coaches Jay and ??

Above: Michiko and Emmita smile big!
Below: Girls, why aren't you swimming?

Above: The girls take a break from their meet.
Below: Looks like Margaret's about to take a swim!

2000 LHSAA
Girls' Volleyball

The Lady Cubs are excited about their victory.

The girls are ready for the game. The senior girls enjoy their last year as teammates.

The girls practice for the game. Coach Brand and Mrs. Scales work on strategy with Kelly and Sarah.

Elizabeth scores on her serve. Marni is the leader.

Kelly and Katherine discuss the game.

Melissa has a beautiful serve.

Cara spikes for a win. Teammates show support.

Universities Volleyball
Varsity Basketball

Nice shot!

(1) C. Hutchison, C. Allen, C. Gamez, G. Temple, A. Johnson, R. Sterberg, (2) L. Brown, D. Fulton, L. Eaton, T. Matty, R. Scates, C. Herman, M. Patterson (Manager)

Smile, Coach, smile. Answer looks out for a pass.

Action, boys, action. Darrell and Garrett are going in.

Darrell shoots!

The bench cheers on the team.

Nothing but net, Tanner. Defense, attack! Get that ball back!

He shoots, he SCORES!

Anwar dribbles....
Boys' JV Basketball

Above: Lee throws a foul shot.
Below: The team takes a rest during the game.

Girls' JV Basketball

(1) Averell Cronshaw, Lauren McDermott, Katy Hutchison
(2) Andrea Ewing, Lauren Weiner, Anne Lackie, Ally Gammill

(Below) Andrea waits to play.
(Below) Katy makes the shot!

(Below) Ally lines up for the foul shot.
(Below) These teammates watch the others play.

(Below) Tyra plays defense.
(Below) Katy and Lauren always hate each other.

(Below) Faith leads the game.

Above: James ties for the lead.
Below: Woody goes for a shot.
Girls' Basketball


Faith guards the ball.

These girls watch their teammates play the game.

The team smiles before the game.

Charlotte plays her best.

Lauren breaks for a second.

Coach Dorsey enjoys the game.


Cara gives a smile during the game.

The girls are all smiles after the game.

The team plays defense.

Sue is ready.
Boys' Soccer

The Cubs show determination as they face their opponents in a tough game. Ty comes down the field, circled by the opposition. Tyson comes from the back to assist and Richard hustles to join in the play.

(Above) The team is warming up. (Below) L. Austin tackles the ball. (C) Ben takes the lead. (E) The team huddles to plan their strategy.

Craig and Elliot go after the ball.

Richard is about to kick.

Robert throws the ball.

Craig prepares for a terrific shot.

Evan, Evan, and Nathan take a break.

Tysen stretches.

The Cubs fight for the ball.

Evan runs toward the ball.
Boy's JV Soccer

The team pauses for a meeting after the game.

Sue retrieves the ball.

The Cubs wait for the play to start.

This goalie can handle anything.

Cubs defend their goal.

Hustle, girls, hustle!

Elizabeth heads the ball.

The team that practices together wins together!

Team members are always supportive.

Girls' Soccer


Captains Courtney, Sue, and Artie

Suzanne kicks the ball out of sight!

The girls take a time out.
The team huddles for a group shot after a victory!

Meredith posts the ball.

Cubs defend their territory.

The girls run to the ball.

Junior girls shine!

Arie runs to the ball.

The senior captains love the game!

Sarah throws in the ball.

Go, Cubs, go!

Above: Cara locks the ball.
Below: Girls prepare for the next play.

Above: Cubs fight for the goal.
Below: Sue prepares for a kick.
Baseball

Varsity Baseball: (1) Nathan Schneider, David Hill, Scott Naumondo, Sam Hay (2) Ryan McConnell, Beau Leisner, Olamide Idare, Andrew Bear. Josh Evans (3) Coach Brunasard, Thomas Lets, Drew Harrison, Kelleh Bookson, Mark Albaar, Chris Jones. Coach Lets

Coach Brunasard is pumped up about the game!

Mark warms up at the batting cages.

The boys talk about the upcoming game. Remember to always stretch before the game!

Andrew gets ready for the next play. Beau’s ready for the big pitch!

Softball

The team gets ready for a hard game.

A meeting on the mound.

HOME RUN!!!

Getting ready to bat.

I've got it!

Rounding second base.

Above: Anna and Aly gather balls.
Below: Jenny practices her swing.

Above: Courtney takes a break from the game.
Below: Jennifer's ready for the pitch.

Above: Catherine prepares for the game.
Below: Katie waits for the ball.
Boys' Cross Country

Above: (L) Woody takes the lead. (R) All the guys.
Below: (L) David really wants to win! (C) The others can't keep up! (R) The boys before the race!

Girls' Cross Country

Clockwise from center left:
1) Amy's staking her way to the finish line.
2) Katie leads the pack!
3) Denton passes the Knight!
4) Ashlyn finishes with a smile.
5) Amy's going for the win!
Track and Field


Ashlyn at the track meet.
Tennis

Coach Collier gives Kelly and Chandler some advice.

Mark and Adam take a break and discuss the next match.

The coach gets wet when the team wins!

Katie and Mrs. Collier congratulate Kelly and Chandler for winning state for the fourth year.

Golf

Boy's Golf Team: (1) Stuart Tyler, Drew Hall (2) Dane Lejeune, Niki Murai, Travis Lejeune, Paul Hendler, Brent Striflers

Girls' Golf Team: (1) Rebecca Sadowski, Jamie Peisk (2) Katherine Hay, Elle Trappay, Elizabeth Darcey, Kate Hutchinson

These guys look ready for some competition.

The team is ready to golf.
Sports Records

Thomas Lorin: Lady of the Lake Scholar Athlete, Suzanne Moreau: Lady of the Lake Scholar Athlete and Meritless尼斯 Award

Elliott Hardy, Justin Hopkins, Richard Wylie, Sam Frere, (2) Austin Brown, Cam Kline, Robert Schelly

All District Boys Soccer

(3) Mardella Crouch, Annie Brown (2) Courtney Kelly, Shavonne Blais, Suzanna Monroe (3) Elizabeth Beddy, Sarah Oziel, Sarah Collins, Cara Porter

2001 Advocare Star at Stars Rebecca Strablers-Golf
Margaret Beadle-Swimming

National Student-Athlete
Artie Brown
Catherine Hall, Shavonne Blais, Suzanna Monroe, Margaret Beadle, Rebecca Strablers, Michael Tipton, Thomas Lewis, Cam Kebo, Brian Lemmer, Michael Victorian, Tysen Washburn

All District Girls Soccer

Vickie Brown Coach of the Year

Margaret Beadle signs her scholarship
Hollis City Record in 100 Free and State Record in 200 and 500 Free

I Spy Clubs

Austin Brown 500 meter State Champion
Cara Parcer Shot-out State Champion
Artie Brown James N. Fox Sponsorship Award
Student Council

Officers at work.

(1) Dee Lee Shaub, Sec.; Meredith Guillot, Treas.; Anna Wereski, Prim.; Clay Bonnet, V. Prim. MM

Art Club

(1) Mrs. Scott, Ms. Daile, Ms. Wilson, B. Ayers, M. Blanchette, C. Scott, S. Collins, L. Pace, M. Kyzer, M. Kleinchev, B. Command (2) S. Williams, R. Jackson, N. McDonald, J. Brooks, M. Debonneet, R. Strother, A. Osborn, C. Hall, A. Johnston, A. Matthews, C.Bonnet, M. Donley

Above: B. Eileen Merten and Minnie-Sooperson? (8) Senior officers: Audio, Courtney, Michael and Sarah
Below: (L) Sophomore officers: Lauren, Eileen, Vic, Crystal and Porcia (R) Clay and Michelle. (Bottom) Making the meetings.

Students help Ms. Wilson build scarecrows for Sadie Hawkins.

David and Brett...fighting world hunger.

Amy and Crystal love the Archeh!
Hi-Y


(Above and Below) Amy and Michael take a break and give a smile.
(Bottom Right) Lindi gives her speech.
(Bottom Left) These girls are ready for a great dance.

Key Club

(Above) Getting ready for Christmas.
(Below) Party at the nursing home.
(Between) Lauren is ready to serve.

(Above) Elizabeth carves a pumpkin. (Below) These kids are ready to work.
French Club


Jennifer puts her heart into decorating.

Spanish Club

Above: Jackie shows her trophy
Bottom: Thumbs up, guys!

Spanish Convention
National Honor Society

Collage

Above: Clay and Emma - how cute.
Below: Dr. customization Rebecca.

Above: Courtney gives a great speech.
Below: Murphy looks pleased.

Above: Senior girls enjoy themselves.
Below: Mylku looks happy.


(1) Michiko Inoue, Lindi Rubin, Mrs. McDonald
(1) Jacqueline Plummer, Kim Gragahan, Emma Lyford, Jennifer Wilson

(1) Mrs. Richard and Mrs. McDonald read a poem.

Lindi loves books.

Emma explains her story.

Lindi and Jennifer perform an original poem.

Mrs. McDonald recognizes hard workers.

College staff works through lunch.
Choir

Singers: (1) Kait Kamler, Alyson Payne, Mary Grant, Elizabeth Brooks, Kris Gneuwald, Ben Leiter, Nathan Seemleier, Francois Trippey, Lauren Nicholson, Cathy Wiegenspuck, Louise Hines, Chanta Stephano (2) Kory Bocah, Aurora Mantessa, Suzanne Moraes, Mmm. delBessore, Drew Bell, Mari Alvarenga, Ryan McConell, Olivia Hedeen, Adam Byall, Lindsey Kobetz, Amy Byall, Ashley Chaves, Mrs. Hicks (3) Marah Neff, Courtney Kleinjager, Murphy Fowler, Jordan Gane, Lorna Johnson, Erin Wrenschi (4) Keny Jores, Katherine Creed, Charlene Guinn, Kristan Chapman, Justin Smith, Jena Brown, Brandon Edwards, Andrew Bury, Chris Peters, Natalie Chapman, Crystal Tiffin, Linda Rubin

Choir (1) Kelly Ciuffi, (2) Chasre Jordan, Ela Cariambeek, Emily Morton, Emily Wyganspuck, (3) Millie Durnan, Francisa Martinez, Heather Watts, Mary Michael Lloyd, Elizabeth Rodman, Amy Wheeler, Whitney Magne蛾i, Ela Cii}

Concert Choir: Mrs. Hicks, Meredith Conklin, Katie Collins, Surah Henselmann, Riley Landry, Paul Kibozza, Courtney Tanimoto, Ivery Ropp
(1) Amunia Walsh, Lexie Fisher, Suzanne Speck, Hali Douzie, Elliot Hardy, Keynoted Bronny, Wil Brooks, Megan O'Brien, Amanda Esposito, Ashley Kleinjager, Sam Ray, Glee Guzik, Michael Boyce, Sarah Margaret Smith, Rebecca Lisiasant, (2) Elizabeth Tedore, Mia Bronnert, Ryan Rane, Kyle Guzik, Chay Jors, Ryan Peters, Summer Holmes, Crystal Raineyandlond, Caroline Greene

Above: The choir is ready to rehearse. Below: Mrs. Lisiasant conducts the choir.

Above: The girls rehearse. Below: Mrs. Lisiasant, the new director, in action.
L'il Abner

Above: Elizabeth wants to broaden her horizons. Below: The Dogpatchers find something necessary.

Below: Earthquake (Kynn) and Ronom (Shana) show the love.

Above: Drew suddenly grows.
High School Band

First Row: H. Felus, K. Grahan, J. Plummer, M. Beadle, N. Ironsc, E. Simsors
Second Row: Ms. West, A. Ewing, G. Kelso, R. Jackson, W. Blount
Fifth Row: S. Haas, B. Magrini, J. Grimes, A. Johnson, G. Brown

The Drum Corps gets ready for a Pep Rally.

The band performs at a Pep Rally.

The band practices for a Pep Rally.

Murray plays the flute.

Jonathan beats the drum.

Matt waits patiently.

The drum corps marches.

The band listens to Ms. West.

The drum corps marches in to pep up Homecoming.
Mu Alpha Theta


SADD


Presidential Classroom

Eminaland Lindi enthral on an exciting adventure

Clay pokes in front of the Vietnam War monument

Advanced Math I
Advanced Math II
Advanced Math II
Algebra I
Algebra II
Algebra II
American History
American History
Art Exhibit
Art Exhibit
Biology I
Biology II
Biology II
Calculus
Chemistry
Chemistry
Civics
Civics
English I
English I
English II
English II
English II
Mathematics

State Rally Special Categories
Riley Lady - Spanish II, Exponents, Consonants
Crystal Ramirez - Spanish II, Intensive Reading, Resume
Lauren Nitch - English I, Vocal Solo, Superior
Lin Geng - Spanish III, Exponents, Consonants
Brittany Stier - French II, Intensive Reading, Excellent

State Rally

Matthew Casey
Stephanie Winters - 4th place
Brittany Stier
Danielle Devine
Josh Johnson - 3rd place
Carla Hawkinson - 4th place
Holly Pitts - 3rd place
Whitney Magruder
Carolee Greene - 4th place
Michael Tiesen - 5th place

English I
English II
Environmental Science

State Rally Participants are recognized on Honors Day.
Honors Day

Academic Awards for Outstanding Achievement

*Indicates Superior Achievement

AP & United States History-Michiko Isaac
Kim Grishin
AP & World History-Michael Tipton
Margaret Brekke
Advanced Math/Technology-Lin Grzyb
Emmett Llyod
Michael Mathews
Cory Tiffen
Agnes E. Faure "Johnson"
Megan Benita
Brian Magenin
Aida Nemours
Agnes E. Samantha Sagona
John Donat
Elizabeth Selden
Eliza Cambrebeck
Jeremy Raising
Elizabeth Raising
Elizabeth Ruben
Elizabeth Wilson
American History-Mai Anderson
Aldo Botev
Rebecca Struberg
Crystal Tiffen
All. Tafee L. Sapp
Ander Graje
Jett Neum
Martha Jane Tyler
All. Takamori Chateau
Winston Honett
Laurie Cahal
Patrick Ompa
Kathleen Jackson
Joan Brown
All. III-Melinda Blackledge
Dsk. Okada
Adrienne Cade
Charles Hettiger
All. X-Crystal Webb
Melina Blackledge
Thomas Lott
Biology II-Ella Cambrebeck
Ella Chal
Amar Johnson
Elisa Scusselnan
Booze Tatum
Biologist II-Margaret Beadle
Michael Tipton
Calculus II-Stanley-New, Lenina
Saul, Tyler
Calculus II-Aaron Miguel
Michael Tipton
Adam Pryor
Chemistry:List-Heidi
John Bennett
Linsong
Caroline Greene
Amanda Tyler
Chantalle-Rayne Morgan
Kelli Chaffin

3.5 Grade Point Average

Amanda Whle
Elizabeth Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Richard Weiss

Eleventh Grades

Math Advanced
Cory Tiffen
Amanda Whle
Jennifer Wilson
Richard Weiss

10th Grade

Calc. Advanced
Gabe Laing
Amanda Whle
Jennifer Wilson
Richard Weiss

9th Grade

English III-Amanda Whle
Elizabeth Wilson
Jennifer Wilson
Richard Weiss

Special Senior Awards and Scholarships

Merrill Gullet
Sara Cox French Award
Jim Quaite Spanish Award
Susan Gullet
Scientific Award
Michael Tipton
Richard Carillo Math Award
Margaret Beadle
Science Award
Amy Saponca
Mary Jane English Award
Crystal Sibley
Art Award
Lauren Nicholson
Chore Award
Tristen Wickboldt
Band Award
Cathy Wagnon
Director's Award
Michael Tipton
American Legion Award
Margaret Beadle
American Legion Award
Tony Venita Award
Chantalle-Rayne Morgan
Leonard Coburn Scholarship

Community Service Awards

Nick.
Wyoming Magnificent and Ruby Lindley

Outstanding Students

Tristen Wickboldt
Amanda Whle
Jennifer Wilson
Richard Weiss

Optimist Club Awards

Adam Pryor (State Final)
Melissa Blackledge
Amy Jones
Lauren Nicholson
Michael Tipton

Woodmen of the World

License Award
Michael Tipton

Principals Leadership Award
Michael Tipton
Above and Beyond

Congratulations to these students who have made outstanding contributions to our school community.

"Excellence in every endeavor"

Nancy McDonald
National Writing Project Award for Young Authors

Michael Victorin
National Merit Scholar

Francois Trappey and Elizabeth Wilson
National Chemistry Olympiad Qualifiers

Miguel Reade
U.S. Navy Scholastic All-American only awarded to 39 students in the nation.

Tyson Wickboldt
National Achievement Scholarship

Angyrios Saccopoulos
National Merit Semi-finalist; Advanced Placement Scholar

Adam Pryor
B.R. Optimist's Club Scholarship; Advanced Placement Scholar

I SPY SENIORS
**Curtis Justin Heroman**

**Casey Amanda Holloway**

**Oliride O. Branc**

**Courtney Lynn Kelly**

**Courtney Leigh Kleingeter**

**Lindsey Alyce Kobetz**

**Roshanda Latrice Jackson**

**Lorena Courtney Johnson**

**Amy Elizabeth Jones**

**Margaret Katsyn Kantfer**

**Jeffrey Alan Kizer**

**Beau Robert Leitner**

---

**Curtis Catlett:** "Life is better with a bat and a glove. Horrid. " Scowling girl with tales of adventure. Sports, I guess. What else is there? Not much to say."

**Casey Jones:** "Hi! I'm Casey Jones. We're all here for the same reason. " Hey, have you heard about the big game this weekend?"

**Oliride O. Branc:** "Hi, my name is Oliride. I love to play sports, especially basketball. " I'm not sure what I want to do when I grow up."

**Courtney Lynn Kelly:** "My name is Courtney Kelly. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Courtney Leigh Kleingeter:** "Hi, I'm Courtney Kleingeter. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Lindsey Alyce Kobetz:** "Hi! I'm Lindsey Kobetz. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Roshanda Latrice Jackson:** "Hi, my name is Roshanda. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Lorena Courtney Johnson:** "Hi, my name is Lorena. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Amy Elizabeth Jones:** "Hi, my name is Amy. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Margaret Katsyn Kantfer:** "Hi, my name is Margaret. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Jeffrey Alan Kizer:** "Hi, my name is Jeffrey. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."

**Beau Robert Leitner:** "Hi, my name is Beau. " I'm a big fan of sports, especially basketball and volleyball."
"Whatever tomorrow brings, I'll be there with open arms and open eyes"
Senior


Specials

Jake Masship and Courtney Kleinpeter

Michael Tipton and Artie Brown

Chansi Bedare and Crystal Smith

Michael Victorin and Elizabeth Brooks

Curnis Herreman and Lindsey Koobez

Evan Matthews and Sarah Harmsen
Senior Wills

Michael Tipton, of Floranda, like mind and Napoleon like body, will have Harris my cutting skills, Josh Johnson join as the responsible one and the

Michael Victorian, therefore present to every word of the plant, will have the ability to execute his plans. Dave the ability to keep his mouth shut. But the ability to

Candice Neely, will tell all my friends that I'm leaving behind, the things I have learned here and they will live. I also hereby will sell Alixan.

Elizabeth Brooks, being of body and mind, hereby will have the ability to serve another year at UH. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Candace Blackwell, of ousted mind and body, hereby will receive another year at UH. As of 1981 I will say "One".

John Jones, will be the class of 2002 and the ability to leave everything without senior privileges, to Coach Williams success and the

Kelly Boron, being of body and mind, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Bea Leitner, being of mind and body, hereby will have the ability to serve another year at UH. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Charlotte Camilli, of body and mind, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Suzanne Morrow, of body and soul, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Lindsey Roberts, of body and soul, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Sarah Harrison, being of heart and body, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Courtney Kepsner, being of unused and unneeded body, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Jessa Jackson, being of rare and unique body, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Cathy Waggoner, of dedicated mind and body, hereby will leave the world she has done and go. As of 1981 I will say "One".

Chris Moody, of a lazy mind and body and do not know Lee Gannett, and William McNiff my pudding and my painting good.

Chop Peters, who doesn't care about wills, will have Collins one more year. Ryan and Kate both oink with the JS Program. Tony, Tony, and Mac

Courtney Kelly, of a.good mind and body and unneeded body, hereby will Alixan Blackman a new big year after her college.

Donovan Call, his hand, Kelly Hill a new basketball, Kate Kelly some greats, and the "91" season's success can never be.

Curtis Herring, being of bored mind and unneeded mind will say, "Stemmary my wonderful white boys, and Lee Takedo my fun and a

Steve Byln.

Nate Warren, will be All-Mat girls, you know who you are, this sound good. I am using my long friendship.

To Whomever, I am using my body and bone.

To the Froshmen through new Seniors the strength to put up with your teachers and to start I get my novel doing long

Kris Chapman, of body and mind and unneeded mind will hereby to Casey Chisham a driver's license and a really ugly car, to start.

Alexia a love.

To Sarah Collins is ability to pull out the rest of the year, to Mary Colvin to be able to survive, and to Rachel a few more months.

Nancy McNaold, of body and mind, thereby will Kelly Hill a new basketball, Kate Kelly some greats, and the "91" season's success can never be.

Dad Leuen, I will deleale health to survive in the SFA family. Leuen雕刻on he is that and a Mary a g월

Berni Helling of body and mind and unneeded mind will hereby to Kelly Hill a new basketball, Kate Kelly some greats, and the "91" season's success can never be.

Elizabeth McCollar, being of body and mind and unneeded mind will hereby to Sarah Collins is ability to pull out the rest of the year, to Mary Colvin to be able to survive, and to Rachel a few more months.
Baccalaureate

Michael introduces Reverend Pett.

Seniors listen to the advice of the speaker.

Above: (L) The singers sing together for one of the last times.  (R) Michael, Reverend Pett, and Melissa wait for their turn to speak.

Below: (L) Reverend Pett speaks to the class.  (C) Melissa gives the benediction.  (R) The seniors chat before the program starts.

Graduation

These guys look ready.

The senior Singers sing for the final time.

Ms. Wilson pins Suzanne’s cap.

Michael welcomes everyone.

Meredith is salutatorian.

Adam is valedictorian.

Margaret gives the benediction.

Ladies and gentlemen, the Class of 2001!

The Class of 2001 sings the Alma Mater for the last time.

Girls, are y’all ready?
Speak no evil, see no evil... Wait, Curtis, what are you doing?

Seniors learn to balance themselves.

Senior dancers, cheerleaders, and sponsors look pretty.

Michael and Amy clean up the crawfish boil.

A dozen does it!

Nicoletta, Casey, and Melissa enjoy the retreat.

Ryan and Adam take a break.

Andrew and Drew, what else can we say?

These girls are enjoying themselves.

Cathy enjoys Themed's company

Crawfish - YUMMMY!!!

Cameron lifts the crawfish like a man!

Having fun, Melissa?
"Finally, we're seniors!"

Olamide sings his heart out.

"Do we have corn in our teeth?"

Jonathan, Craig, Thomas, Jake, and Jordin.

These students act out Othello.

Michael presents Mrs. G. with her gift.

Moondreams sings with her pig.

Seniors love crawfish!

Spirit day rocks!

Even shows us his favorite crawfish.

Seniors show their style.

Lauren is Mammy.

James has school spirit!

Did we scare you, Nancy?

Artie focuses on her crawfish.
I can’t believe it! All 188 pages are finished. Of course I cannot take all the credit for it. There are many hours of hard work and hundreds of pictures that go into the making of The Oak. Thank you to the journalism class for their hard work. I know it hasn’t always been fun, but the hard work is truly appreciated. You have made an incredible yearbook staff. Without your work, the yearbook would never have been completed. Also, thanks to all who have contributed pictures. We would not have a yearbook without your contributions. A special thank you to Kris who spent many hours working on the artwork for the division pages. I also must thank our dedicated Tuesday afternoon yearbook staff of Lindi, Heather, Lin, Nancy, and Jennifer who have helped pull everything together. Mrs. McGhee and Mrs. Young, we would not be able to have a yearbook without you. Your guidance and proofing skills have been so helpful throughout the year. Also, who else would keep me on track? I have really enjoyed working on the yearbook this year and I wish Lindi best for next year, as well as the ability to keep Mrs. Young and Mrs. McGhee from bludgeoning any pictures!

Editor: Meredith Guillo